ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

ON SOME OF THE PRINCIPAL EVENTS

IN THE CLINICAL HISTORY
OF ASTHAIA.

ASTHIMATIC

PHYSIQUE ; ITS DISTINCTIvNEN-ESS;

ITS

CItARACTERISTiC GAIT, PHYSIOGNOMY, AND CONFIGurIATION;
RATIONALE, OF TIIE ASTHMATIC SPINAL CURVATURE; PECULIAR CHE'ST OF YOUNG ASTHMATICS.
ASTHMA is a disease that stamps on the body its own indelible
marks. So characteristic and unmistakeable is the physique
of asthma, so plainly, so leg,ibly does the asthmatic bear about
with him the impress of his disease, that any one who has
once observed it will never fail to recognise it, and would be
safe in basing a diagnosis on its unaided testimony. In confirmation of tllis, I may mention a circumstance or two that
have occurred to myself.
I frequently meet in the streets of this city a distinguislhe(d savant, who is a great sufferer from asthma,
and if I we-re to meet him at Pekin I should Lnow
hiim to be an asthmatic. The first time I saw him, I was
walking belhind him, but immediate.ly recognised the characteristic confa,uration. So certain did I feel of it, and so
curious was I to see if I could derive from his face any confirmation of miiy impression, that I overtook him, an(d as I
passed, sav at once who he was, fromi hiis resemblance to a
photograph 1 hal seen of him; and thera I remembered what I
had lheard abouit hiis malady. This previous knowledge, however, could lhave liad nothing to do with my impression, as at
first I had lno idlea wlho he was, in fact lhad never seen him
before.
On another occasion, I w-as going, down to Prixton in an
omniibus, anh(I sitting next to mle was a genitleman, wlhose
figure and appearance very mluch strukel; ine. Hle looked wvell
in the face, w as breathing without the slighltest difficulty, and
was engaged in aniniated conversation with his next neighbour.
But felt sure he
an asthmatic; hee was exceedingly thin,
his slhoulders very high, and lhis back so rounided, that thouglh
quiite a tall man, he sat lower, a good deal, than I did. He
left the omninbis before me, an( in walking his stooping gait
amnd rounded hack weere still more conspicuous. Whlien I left
the ominibus, I asked the conductor "' It he knew that tall, thin,
stooping gentlemarn" that got out at suchi an(d such a place.
Oh Y-es, lie said," it is Mr.
of-. " Do you know," I asked,
"if he is stlubject to a complaint in hiis chlest, that gives him
fits of difficult breathing?" " Oh! yes," lhe replied, " and has
been for a long time-for years; sometimes lie canl hardly
walk to the omnnibus."
Here theni are two cases in which I recognised the presence
of asthma, imerelv by the changes in the physiognomy anid configuration which it produces. I lhave done the same thing in
several otlher instances. I often say to myself as I pass art
individual in the street with the characteristic configurationwas

-

are an astlhmiiatic."
Wlhat then is this unmistalkeable impress of asthma? How
is it to be described? In wlhat peculiarities does it consist?
Partlv those of the figure, partly those of the face. In configuration, the astlhmatic is round-backed, high-shouldered, and
stoop)ing; btit while the body is bent forwards the lhead is
throwin backl, and buried, as it were, between the elevated
shoulders. There is no movement or pliancy in the body, but
the clhest is fixed and rigid, like a box, and from it the arms
depei-id, hanging muotionlless, or swinging like tw. o pumphandles, rather thrown back, and bent at the ellbows. In
walking, the legs seem the only part of the body that moves.
From the roundness of the back, the asthmatic, for his
hei,ght, alw'ai sits low. Those who have suffered from
astlhmna long, are almost invariably thin, often to a degree
amounting- to emaciation; their limbs are attenuated and
bony, every rib can be, counted, and their clothes hang loosely
on them. From the entire absence of subcultaneous fat, the
superficial veins are very conspicuous; though it is possible
that venous obstruction, from imupeded circulation throug,h the
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may lhave something to do with their prominence,-that
lung,s,
it
be, in fact, slight general varix. The prominence and

may

tortuousness of the veins is sometimes remarkable, especially in
old asthmatics. The hands of an asthmatic are very charac-

This blueness and
coldness of the extremities is partly due, no doubt, to the
feebleness of the circulation in them, but in part, especially if
there is some permanent dyspnmca, or the patient is at the time
suffering from an attack, to imperfect decarbonisation of the
blood.
But this blueness of surface is not confined to the extremities;
the complexion of the asthmatic is often distinctly cyanotica slight but perceptible duskiness. Where, however, tbere is no
and the intervals are long,
dyspncea between the attacks,
especiallv in young subjects, I do not think the complexion is
perceptibly afected.
The face has generally rather an anxious expression, and
often bears an aspect of age greater than the real age of the
it is always pale, and like the rest of
patient; even if not dusky,
the body, is thin-the cheeks are hollow, and the lines of the
face are deeply marked. The mouth is generally open, and the
eyes to
jaw rather hanging. There is a peculiarity aboutI the
which I would call particular attention, to wbich often Ihave
directed attention among the patients at the hospital, and on
the strengtlh of which alone I have frequently diagnosed
asthma; they are tuigid, watery, and prominent. I believe
this to depend, like the enlargement of the superficial veins,
upoilvenous obstruction; the turgidity is that of the veins of
the conjunctiva; the wateriness is due to an unusual amount of
mucus and tears, which the engorged mucous membrane and
the prominence is due to the
lacrymal glanid pour out, whileorbit.
Wherever I find this apveins of the
turgidity of the
pearance of the eyes in connexion witlh chronic asthma, I look
out for dilated right heart.
The asthmatic's voice is often very peculiar; it is feeble, and
he speaks as a healthy person
slightly hoarseif and rough;
would speak, he were to expire as long as he could and then
to speak,-as if he were makin, use of the last breath in
beginlungs;
his
and it is indeed to the small respiratory resource
that he has for speech that this feebleness and roughness of
the voice is due. His sentences are short, and frequently in-

teristic; they are cold, blue, thin, and veiny.

By hIYDE SALTER, M.D., F.R.S., Fellow of the Royal
College of Phlysicianis, anid Assistant-Plhsician to
Charing Cross Hospital.
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terrupted by a single dry couglh.
have
Many of the external characteristics of asthma that I eyes,
enumerated, sucih as the gait, the duisky complexion,ofthe
chronic
those
to
the voice, will be seen at once
ratlher
be
I would so far qualify their value
dyspncea than of asthma, and their
is
value
signs.
as diagnostic
rather generic than
Indeed,
asthma, in which
specific. In the purest cases of spasmodic
there is no trace of dyspncea in the initervals, they are
the least marked, and are tlhe most cOnspicuous in those which
are complicated with some chronic bronchitis or broncl-hial conas a
good sign,
gestion, so that I look upon their absence as aanid
it is because
sign that the lungs are sound and unscathed;
asthma seldom exists long without producing suceh changes as
these changes in the
permanently embarrass the breathing, that
and configuration conme to be signs of asthma;
physiognomy
they are just as muclh a part ot' its clinical history as those internal changes iri the lungs and lheart, of which they are the
I lhave, however, seen the
sure sign and accompaniment.
asthmatic physique very strongly markled in some cases where
the lungs were organically sound; but these were always cases
wlhere the paroxsyms were very long, lasting for days or weeks,
so that the efficient cause was in co4tinued operation for a
in which the astlhma had
long time; or elsein they were cases
been verv severe childhood, when the figure was forming, so
that it got set in the asthmatic shape, and, although the disease
afterwards quite disappeared, the tigure never recovered itself.
and roundness

Sucli cases carry a certain highness of shoulders
of back with them to the end of their davs.
Tlle degree of deformity of the back is, in some cases, truly
remarkable; and (although I have not examine(d any of the
as I cannot but
death) change
spines of these cases afteranatomfical
in the bones
must involve some
thinkl
direct anterois
curvature
always
or intervertebral discs. Tle
never lateral, and involves the m-iiiddle or lower
posterior,
dorsal vertebrre. In one case, I lhave seen- the angle nmade by
the curvature almost as considterable as an angle of a lhundred
in direction as
degrees. Now, it is certain that sucli a change
this, almost a right angle, effected withiin the length of a few
could only be produced by a great shortening of the
vertebrn,
anterior aspect of the coluimn, involving a vertical shortening
of the anlterior palt of its separate elements-vertebrfe, or
intervertebral discs, or both-converting, the bodies of the
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vertebral,

or

the discs of

fibro-cartilage

between

w^edges, as shown in the accompanying diagram.

Fig

them,

into

1

a. Vertical Section of the Spinial Column.
b and c. Aniterior Spinal Curvature produced by absorption from
pressure the anterior parts, in the one, of the intervertebral
discs, in the other, of the bodies of the vertebra.

iil

the air-passages
NTow, the agency by which a disease affecting
column was not very
produces this curvature of the
clear to me, and it was long, before I arrived at what I believe
to be its true explanation. It certainly was not a change of
form having for its object the enlargement of the thoracic
cavity, like the barrel-chest of emphysema; it was manifest that
such a deformity must materially prejudice the size, the shape,
and the movements of the thorax. It was equally certain that
there was no spinal disease; that the curvature was the result
of repeated attacks of asthma; that it was the permanent retention and constanit aggravation of the asthmatic stoop which
always exists during the paroxysms. But, beyond this, its
nature and causation did not appear intelligible. At length I
was guided to what appears to me to be its true rationale by
the following considerations.
1. Pressure produces absorption of the part pressed on;
e.g., the absorption of the sternum and ribs in aneurism.
2. In stooping-i. e., in forward curvature-there is vertical
pressure along the anterior face of the spinal column; i.e.,
its elements exercise vertical pressure upon one another
in their anterior portions.
.3. The unsupported spine tends to fall forward-i.e., to
anterior curvature; the whole array of the muscles of the back
are erectors of it.
4. When the muscles of extraordinary respiration are engaged in extraordinary respiratory efforts, they cease to play
their ordinary r6le: e.g., the omo-hyoid muscle is ordinarily
a depressor of the hyoid bone, but in asthma it is an elevator
of the scapula, and powerless to depress the hyoid bone: the
stern-o-mastoid is ordinarily a rotator and anterior flexor of the
head; in asthma, it is an elevator of the sternum, and powerless to move the hlead.
I infer, therefore, that the muscles of the back, being engrossed during the asthmatic paroxysm with their violent
respiratory labour, cease to act as erectors of the spine. The
back is, therefore, unsupported, and obeys its natural
to fall forward. This, I am sure, is the true explanation of
the asthnmatic stoop; and we see, consistently with this view,
that any effort to straighten the back is immediately attended
with additional distress, because the muscles are temporarily
their respiratory exertions; and that the
withdrawn
stooping istoalways in proportion to the dyspuDa-that is, in
proportion thle degree in which the muscles of the back are
engrossed by the breathing. Tlle back being, therefore, left
to itself, and falling thus forward. the anterior parts of
thlus
the bodies of the vertebrme and intervertebral discs are pressed
togetlher; and if tlle asthmatic state is continued long, and
occurs frequenitly, this pressure is so protracted that it produces absorption of this part of the bodies of the vertebree, or
the intervertebral fibro-cartilages, or both; they become wedgeshaped, and the temporary stoop becoimes a permanent Cur-

spinial

tenidency

from-l

vature.

Now, I admit that I lave never examined, post nmortem, the
spine in cases of this asthmatic deformity; and I merely offer
694

this hypothesis as a reasonable explanation. In cases in
which I have seen it, there has not existed the slightest ground
for believing that there was any spinal disease. In the case of
William Burr, before the asthma came on, the back was
straight, the patient tall; but as the asthma became worse
and the attacks longer and more frequent, the stoop, which he
always had during the attacks, went off less and less in the intervals, and gradually became more and more considerable, till
it settled into the permanent deformity which now exists, and
which, though his legs are loiig, has made him quite a short
man. No pain is experienced in the back in these cases (except an aching of the dorsal muscles during the asthma, from
their violent respiratory exertion). Moreover, the curvature
is never confined to a single vertebra, or to two or three, and is
never angular; it is rounded and gradual, and involves a considerable portion of the back. In such an absence of all evidence of spinal disease, and with an amount of curvature in
some cases making some change of form in the elements of the
spine a physical necessity, I do not see what explanation can
be offered other than that I have given. If correct, it is certainly interesting; it has the interest of all facts which elucidate a modus operantdi, and furnish the connecting links between associated, but apparently diverse phenomena.
When my mind was engaged in thinking on this subject, a
case of another nature occurred to me which confirmed my
ideas, and seemed to show that mere loss of power on the part
of the muscles of the back was adequate to the production of
anterior spinal curvature. A man in the prime of life, with an
erect figure, who had never had anything the matter with his
spine in any way, was seized with severe rheumatism in the
muscles of the back, and the pain was so aggravated and rendered so intense by attempting to stand upright, that the
muscles refused to perform their office; the unsupported spine
bent forward as far as its elasticity would permit, and the back
became round and the gait stooping, like that of ani old man.
This went on for some months, without any decided curvature
appearing; at length, distinct and gradually increasing curvature manifested itself, involving the seventh and eiglhth dorsal
vertebree, and to such an extent as to show that their bodies.
must have undergone some change of shape. The patient recovered from his rheumatism-1, regained the power of supporting
his back, and the curvature was arrested; but it has never

disappeared.
If, then, loss of power of the spinal muscles, paralysed by
rheumatic pain, is adequate to the production of organic curvature in the way that I have suipposed, why should not their
paralysis, as erectors of the spine, fronm their being engrossed
in their respiratory action, be attended with the same result ?
In young asthmatics who have suffered from their disease in
infancy, I have observed a configuration of cliest wlhich I have
seen, to a certain extent, in cachectic rickety children who
lsave niot suffered from asthma, but which I ani not sure I
have ever seen in children who have not suffered from any
chest-affection. I am not sure, therefore, what share in the
production of the deformity ought to be assigned to the
asthma, or what to the deficient strength of the bony parietes
of the chest; or whether imperfect ossification and chestlnischief are both necessary for its production. What inclines
me to think that the latter cause is the chief one (or, at least,
an essential one), is, that the deformity is just such as would
be produced where there was an impediment to inspiration, and
where violent but ineffectual inspiratory efforts were made by
weak parietes-just such, in fact, as one sees in the irnspiration
of atelectasis or laryngitis.
In these cases, the upper part of the chest-above the fourth
or fifth rib-is naturally shaped; but below that level, on each
side of the sternum and along the margin of the false ribs,
corresponding to the cartilages of the seventh, eighth, ninth,
and tenth, the surface, instead of being convex and full, is excavated in two hollows. These hollows are bounded internally
by the lower part of the sternum, which stands forward between
them in a ridge, and externally, by the extremities of the ossified portions of the rib, which form a ridge on the outside. (Fig.
2.) The situation of this flattening in the thoracic parietes-its
coincidence with the cartilages of the ribs-suggests the way
in whichi it is produced, and explains how asthma might cause
it. I take the method of its production to be this .-When
there is any impediment to the ingress of air into the lungsfrom narrowed bronchial tubes, as in asthma, or any other way
-the air cannot rush in so fast as the thoracic palietes are

expanded,

a partial vacuum is therefore formed in the chest,
and the pressure of the air withits it no longer balances that of
the air without. This unbalanced external atmospheric pressure
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Fi. 2.

Pi"eoin-chest in Asthiina dating from infancy.
ribs below the fifth; its strong contractions during the asthmatic
paroxysms would tend therefore to draw them in, and being
less opposed by their yielding cartilaginous portions, would
concur in the production of this chanae of shape. This con-

dition would, of course, at first only last as long as the paroxysm;
but if the attacks were frequent and severe at a time when the
cartilaginous portion of the ribs was considerable and the figure
forming, one can easily understand how the deformity would
become permanent, and how asthma would in this way produce
such a change in the form of the chest as I have been describing. Still more easily could we explain its production by
asthma, if we suppose asthma capable of giving rise to pulmnonary collapse, in the way I have suggested.
But tlle actual event to which I think this form of chest
directly points-the particular morbid change that it immediately implies-is pulmonary collapse. One cannot but be
struck, on looking at such chests, with their exact resemblance
(except in the absence of what one may call the diaphragmatic
stricture-the drawing in of the attachment of the diaphragm
at each inspiration, as if a ligature were put round the body)
to the shape of the chest in the inspiration of infants suffering
from bronchial plugging, or its established result, atelectasis,
or croup, or laryngitis, or any affection that, preventing the
ingress of air and the expansion of the lung, refuses to allow
the parietes to follow the movements of the inspiratory
muscles.* Pulmonary collapse would certainly be a more
potent cause of this deformity than unaided asthma, because it
is a more permanent condition and involves a more complete
inexpansibility of luna, and therefore would more effectually
resist the inspiration-movement of the softer parts of the
parietes.
In as far, then, as this heteromorphism points to atelectasis,
its occurrence in cases of asthma tends to confirm what I have
already said of the tendency and suifficiency of that disease to
produce this condition of lung. But remembering that it is
* I have seen it strongly markled in the inspirationi of laryngitis, even ill
atlults.

only in cases that have become asthmatic young that this state
of chest is well marked, and remembering how commonly
asthma dates in the young from catarrhal bronchitis, from the
bronchitis of measles, or from what has been called " whooping,
cough with bronchitis", which is nothing more than whooping
cough in which the bronchitic portion of the malady has
extended far and severely into the bronchial tree-remembering this, I say, one cannot but see it possible that, at least in
many cases, the pulmonary collapse may have been produced
in the ordinary way, by mucous plugging of the bronchial
tubes from the primary bronchitis, and not from the consequential asthma, in the way I have suggested. I have seen
this deformity strongly marked in cases where ordinary bronchitis had never occurred, and where the patient was entirely
free from bronchitic complication or tendencv; but then the
asthma dated from whooping cough in infancy-and, in my
opinion, no form of bronchitis has so great tendency to generate collapse as that of whooping cough.
Dr. Gairdner, of Edinburgh, in his excellent papers on the
"Pathological Anatomy of Bronchitis", alludes to this deformity of chest as an occasional permanent result of pulmonary collapse. "' In rickety individuals," he says, " it is not
only more marked, but apt to become permanent, especially
when such subjects are affected with any considerable or persistent bronchitic affection. In such cases, the reversed movement of the ribs is stereotyped, as it were, in the form of chest,
called pigeon-chest, in which the sternum is protruded, particularly below, and the whole lateral region, including also the
lower costal cartilages in front, flattened, or even at some
points rendered irregularly concave."
One result of this collapse of the cartilages of the ribs is
that they do not stand out from the sternunm as they should ;
but decline from it at too acute an angle, narrowing and elongating the scrobiculus cordis.
Fig 2, a very good example of this configuration, is taken
from a photograph of an asthmatic who suffered from his
disease from the age of three months. The condition has
existed from his earliest recollection, and during his childhood
was much more considerable, for since he has grown up his
disease has left him, and the shape of his chest has much improved.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF TIIE USE OF THE
OPHTHIALMOSCOPE.
By WVILLIAM MARTIN, F.R.C.S., late Professor of Ophthalmic
Surgery in the Calcutta Medical College.
[Continuied from page 624.]

RETINA.
THE affections called antaurosis and amblyopia will be noted
together. Although these are not accurate scientific terms,
they do well enough, in the present state of our knowledge, to
indicate the physical symptorms andl the derangement of vision
attendant upon a well known condition, involving local and
constitutional changes, the causes of which are, in the very
large majority of cases, not ascertainable. It is only now that,
since the introduction of examination by the ophthalmoscope,
we are beginrning to discover the local conditions upon which
the derangements depend. In time, we shall be able to know
something of the efficient and proximate causes of these conditions. We may even at present classify, in most instances,
amaurosis as being organic or incurable, or only functional or
curable; as being caused by disease of the brain or of the
optic nerve, retina, or choroid, principally; andl this we do
chiefly by our observatioln of the state of the fundus, and of the
condition of the optic papilla and its vicinity. If the disease,
however, lie somewhere between the optic iierve and the brain,
it will not be discoverable by the ophthalmoscope; and if we
find changes in the optic nerve, we may not know whether this
is the essential disease, or whlether it may be onily symptomatic
of diseased brain. It may be observed, that where we find the
papilla compressed and atrophied, we have one indication for
concluding that the efficient cause of the disease is external to
the globe. The great practical utility of this improved means
of diagnosis is, that whereas formerly, in a very large number
of cases of amaurosis, various heroic mneasures were resorted
to, iil the way both of depletion and stimnulationi, where we find
a state of organiic amaurosis, or have seen strong reason to
suspect that such a state exists, we slhall avoid any such heroic
remedies. On the other hand, whereas in mnany cases of
amiaurosis, they were set down from the first as i-acurable, and
695
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presses on the whole of the thoracic parietes equally, and drives
in the most yielding; in other words, the bony ribs, raised
against it by the respiratory muscles, are able to resist it, but
the soft cartilaginous portions are not. It miust be remembered,
too, that the diaphragm'is attached along the margins of all the
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